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Executive Summary

This research report comprehensively investigates congressional capacity and

governance using publicly available data on long-term trends in legislative

branch expenditures and data Furnas and LaPira collected in the 2017 and 2019

Congressional Capacity Surveys (CCS).  When combined, the CCS is the most

comprehensive time-series cross-sectional survey of congressional staffers’

professional backgrounds, career paths, policy views, technical knowledge,

substantive expertise, and job experiences ever conducted. We document how

the decline in legislative capacity has changed during the era of rising

polarization and increasing political party competition. As a consequence,

legislative staff in Washington are asked to do more and more, with less and less.

Congress is a funnel to lucrative jobs in lobbying. Between 40−45

percent see the private sector as their next career step. Roughly half of

staff aiming to enter the private sector after serving on the Hill want to

become lobbyists. For the most part, working on the Hill is viewed as an

entry-level position for K Street, rather than a stepping stone for a career

in public service.

Staff resources have shifted to the district. The share of total staffer

full-time equivalents dedicated to Washington, D.C. offices has fallen

from more than 70 percent in the 1970s to 50 percent in recent years.

There are fewer resources to pay staff. In the House of

Representatives, the budget allocated for office staff hires fell by 10

percent from 2013 to 2017.

Staff pay is declining. Salaries fell among communications, legislative,

and administrative staff following the 110th Congress (2007-2008). The

decline cannot alone be attributed to the member pay freeze and austerity

measures resulting from the Great Recession because the decline in

resources allocated for legislative staff started well before 2007.

Congressional staffers in important roles are largely

inexperienced. Most staff who manage policy portfolios in Congress

have only one or two years of Hill experience. That is, roughly one-third of

legislative staffers have not yet served the duration of a single Congress.

Conversely, staffers in both chambers who have spent more time working

in Congress are measurably more knowledgeable about institutional

procedures and important policy topics.

1
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Capitol Hill is staffed primarily by Millennials. Roughly 60 percent

of the congressional staffer population is under the age of 35, and 75

percent under 40 years old.

Turnover among congressional staff is exceedingly high. The

average tenure for staff on Capitol Hill is 3.1 years. About 65 percent of

staffers plan to leave Congress within five years. Even more strikingly, 43

percent plan to depart by the end of the Congress in which they are

employed.

Most do not see working in Congress as a long-term career option.

Even among those who would like to continue careers in the public sector,

more than half (55 percent) plan to leave Congress.

Staffers work extremely long hours, and are spread thin. More than

65 percent of staff work 50+ hours a week, and 20 percent of staff work

60+ hours. Of senior staffers, 65 percent work 60+ hours a week. The

average legislative staffer works on two to six issue areas every single day.

Staff like working for their boss, but not so much for Congress.

Seventy-six percent report a very strong or strong sense of belonging in

their employing office, but only 61 percent feel similarly about Congress

as a whole. This institutional deficit is greater for women and staffers who

are Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC).

In Congress, experience yields knowledge, but is not rewarded.

Staffers that have spent more time working in Congress are measurably

more knowledgeable about institutional procedures and important policy

topics. This is true across both chambers, and is unrelated to actual work

assignments. Yet, turnover is so high and retention rates so low that

members fail to keep that knowledge in house, so must rely more and

more on K Street.

Staffers are highly partisan and highly ideological. Sixty-five percent

of staffers identify as strong partisans, and almost no staffers identify as

true independents. Staffers are well-sorted ideologically, such that there is

little ideological overlap between Democratic and Republican offices.

7. 
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Long-term Trends in Congress’s Brain Drain

Congressional staff compensation has generally declined in recent decades, but

these patterns are not uniform across all positions and employing offices. The

cause of the decline is complicated. During this time period, information

technology innovations have made constituent and media communication

cheaper, but also more demanding.  The declining cost of constituent

communication and the rapid pace of public relations, in both traditional media

and the break-neck rise of social media, have made members of Congress shift

their attention away from legislating, toward communication and constituent

service.  The former is typically oriented toward developing policy and

overseeing the Executive, and the latter toward ensuring reelection.

But technological innovation alone is only part of the story. Much larger,

structural shifts in American politics have changed what Congress is today. The

rise of ideological polarization and the increased competitiveness for majority

control of both chambers have consequences. Congress went from being an

institution that painstakingly solved problems to one where members tweet

about how their ideological faction would solve problems—without actually

following through.

The result is congressional brain drain.  Not only are resources increasingly

scarce in the legislative branch generally, the typical member’s policy shop has

shrunk by about a third since the 103rd Congress.

Official Allowances and Personnel Compensation Analysis

The House and Senate appropriate funds for official expenses based on the

members’ representational allowance (MRA) and Senators’ official personnel

and office expense account (SOPOEA). The MRA and SOPOEA have developed

differently over time, creating divergent paths for structuring how members

allocate their resources. We show here the SOPOEA is a far superior planning and

budget tool.

In addition to the budget constraints imposed on members’ personal offices by

the MRA, the Rules of the House of Representatives dictate that each office is limited

to the so-called “18+4” full-time equivalent (FTE) rule. In response to a scandal

in the 1970s where no-show employees were discovered on payroll, the House

permits members to have 18 FTEs, plus up to four part-time equivalents. If we

assume all offices could employ a total of 22 people, then we can measure the

completeness of Representatives’ personal office rosters. Figure 1 shows a rise in

staffing from the 1970s to the early 1990s, when FTEs began declining steadily

through the 115th Congress (2017-2018). More importantly, the number of House

personal office staff located in Washington declined from a peak of more than 70

2
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percent to just about 50 percent. This trend is consistent with the rise of the

permanent campaign and the post-Reagan era of heightened partisan

competition.

Source: Brookings Vital Statistics on Congress, tables 3.2 and 5.3 (https://

www.brookings. edu/multi-chapter-report/vital-statistics-on-congress/) 

In the midst of these broader trends, Congress adopted the MRA in 1995 and

implemented it in 1996. Beginning in the 1970s, the House frequently

established new accounts that members could draw from, creating a maze of

duplicative pots of money. Sometimes members would use funds from one

account to pay credits in others, which often made it impossible to follow the

money. These “new” MRA accounts were not actually new at all. They simply

codified the many existing accounts into three primary functions, or

“allowances.” The three allowances include the “clerk hire” (staff ) component

intended for the hiring of all personal office staff (in both Washington and back in

the district), the office expense component intended for operating expenses, and

the variable component intended for member travel, district office rent, and

other items.  Importantly, the clerk hire and office expense components are

constant for all 440 members of the House; the variable component formula is

based on the geographic location of the district to account for variation in costs

like commercial real-estate prices. The point was to create parity among offices.

The MRA was supposed to account for the fact that some members can take the

subway to work while others have a three-legged flight to a rural district, or that

5
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some members pay district office rent and wages in the most expensive cities in

the country.

The three components are separate for purposes of calculating the overall MRA

budget. However, members can use their overall MRA budget for any allowable

expense as they please.  They can hire as many or as few staff as they want, and

they can pay them whatever they choose, regardless of the clerk-hire allowance

amount. They can open as few or as many district offices, buy as many printers,

or send as many constituent newsletters as they want, so long as they do not

overspend their total MRA budget in a given fiscal year.

From 1996 to 2012, legislative branch appropriations reports listed these three

allowances per congressional office separately. Beginning in 2013, appropriators

simply stopped reporting the allowances. Since then, no further adjustments

were made to the base amounts, while the variable component formula remains

unchanged. In other words, the House simply has ignored its personal office

budget for eight years running.

Thus, the MRA remains stagnant, despite a total inflation rate increase of 9.8

percent from 2013 to 2017. In effect, by simply appropriating a constant total MRA

amount as is, the House has chosen to reduce its spending on staffing and

overhead by 10 cents on the dollar in just five years. The consequence has been a

marked decline in staffing.

Figure 2 plots average amounts for all three components, along with mean

personnel spending across all 440 House member personal offices.  Since it was

launched, the average MRA has grown in nominal dollars, until recently. In

constant dollars, the MRA peaked in 2010, declined through 2016, and has

modestly increased in recent years. It has never returned to pre-2010 levels.

7
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From 2001 to 2009, personnel spending was consistently higher than the clerk

hire component, suggesting that members were dipping into the other

components to staff their offices. In other words, members were forced to use

slack in non-personnel allowances to pay staff. Eventually, that slack ran out.

It is important to note the context of these personnel expenditure trends. In

response to the Great Recession in 2008, members chose to freeze their own pay

in the 110th Congress. They have not adopted cost-of-living pay increases since

2009, despite the strong pre-COVID-19 recovery that started in 2010. Rules in

the House and Senate prevent staff from earning more than the current member

salary fixed rate of $174,000.  Coupled with the Affordable Care Act (ACA) rules

changes requiring Washington, D.C.-based staff to buy into the District of

Columbia exchange, members dramatically reduced personnel expenditures

from 2009 forward. Anecdotal evidence suggests that senior staff with relatively

long tenures chose to leave to avoid costly health care contributions and salary

ceilings created by members’ self-imposed pay freeze. In turn they were likely

replaced by relatively younger and less experienced staff. If the congressional

response to the economic crisis caused by COVID-19 follows a similar trajectory,

we should expect further debilitating declines in congressional capacity in

coming years. Staffers are long overdue for cost-of-living pay increases, which

may be further forestalled by the current economic crisis.

These declining personnel expenditures may be particularly challenging for

Capitol Hill staff. The Bureau of Economic Research now ranks the Washington-

Arlington-Alexandria, D.C.-Va.-Md.-W.Va. metropolitan area as the 10th most

9
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expensive in the country, and the second most on the East Coast.  So, even

adjusting for inflation using the nation-wide Consumer Price Index for All Urban

Consumers (CPI-U), these trends may be underestimating the loss of purchasing

power for Capitol Hill staff.

The consequence of the pay freeze and the ACA rule is that after 2009, inflation-

adjusted personnel expenditures were at or below the budgeted clerk hire

amount. With no slack remaining after paying for relatively fixed non-personnel

overhead, members have been left with little choice but to cut staffing. This is the

new normal. Almost 70 percent of the 116th Congress (2019-2020) first took

office since 2009. Therefore, the overwhelming majority of members have never

been budgeted an allowance with sufficient slack to cover both overhead costs

and personnel. Most members do not know any different than being offered a

summary office allowance that no longer accounts for changes in purchasing

power or variation in district-specific costs. Simply, what was the MRA has

devolved into a poor planning and budgeting tool, and most members are

oblivious to the fact.

The same is not true in the Senate. The SOPOEA is based on three distinct

accounts: the administrative and clerical assistance allowance, the legislative

assistance allowance, and the official office expense. The office expense formula

varies on state size and other factors, and Senators are free to use their official

funds as they please. The first two accounts combined represent the budget

allocations for Senators' personal office staff.

Unlike the MRA, Senate Legislative Branch appropriators actually continue to

budget these component expenditures. Figure 3 shows that personnel spending

has remained much more stable over time, despite inflation-adjusted fluctuation

in Senators’ administrative assistance accounts. Additionally, it is common for

Senators to hold a chair or ranking member position at a committee or

subcommittee, or to be afforded committee funding for designated staffing

needs. Senators, then, meet their personnel needs using a combination of ample

personal office and committee funds. Unlike the general prohibition against

designating committee staff to specific members in the House, it is commonplace

for committee staff to be de facto employed exclusively by individual Senators.

With the combination of better budget planning by Senate appropriators and

greater discretion in the use of committee funds, Senators are much better

positioned to consistently recruit and retain staff than Representatives.

10
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If the SOPOEA administrative and clerical and the legislative assistance

components are taken together as the total amount budgeted for all personnel,

then Senators’ staffing budgets far exceed their staffing expenditures. In other

words, Senators purposely allocate sufficient slack for staff, so they have little

need to dip into the office expense allowance. Of course, Senators and

Representatives have very different constitutionally defined constituencies, with

most Senators representing far more constituents than House members. For

comparison, we calculate the percentage of the personnel portion of the MRA or

SOPOEA used for actual personnel spending. For the entire 2001 to 2016 time

period, Senators spent over time an average of 89 percent of their personnel

budget for staff, whereas House members spent 104 percent of their clerk hire

allocation on personnel.  Consequently, as we explore in our human capital

analysis below,  Senators have greater flexibility to recruit and compensate more

experienced staff, which we know improves their legislative effectiveness.

House of Representatives Job Title Analysis

These aggregate trends do not themselves reveal how members allocate their

shrinking personnel budgets and smaller Washington office rosters. In this

section, we disaggregate House members’ personnel expenditures by common

job titles.  We group job titles by their primary area of responsibility, though

doing so is not precise because the titles themselves do not match actual assigned

duties very well, as we demonstrate in the next section.

13
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Once again, these data need to be understood in the context of the 2009 member

pay freeze and ACA rule for staff. Despite these changes, Figure 4 shows that the

median salary for chief of staff (CoS) has remained relatively constant between

the 103rd (1993-1994) and 115th Congresses.

newamerica.org/political-reform/reports/congressional-brain-drain/ 14



The CoS typically supervises all staff and all work within an office—and is tasked

with managing the MRA—so is not surprisingly the highest ranking staffer would

be paid more than others. Also, the CoS typically controls the budget and sets

salary rates in consultation with the member, including his or her own. It is not

uncommon for members to delegate most or all of those decisions to senior staff,

sometimes with regrettable consequences.

Contrast that stability with communications and legislative staff, both of which

are typically considered the primary areas of responsibility in a Washington

office. In the “Communications Staff” facet in Figure 4, we see not only a decline

in both common job titles post-110th Congress, but a growing gap between

communications directors and press secretaries. Both positions peaked in the

110th Congress, but the inflation-adjusted median press secretary salary dropped

more than 50 percent through the 115th Congress. Communications directors’

salaries have likewise declined, but only at a fraction of their more junior

colleagues.

Alternatively, staff in members’ so-called “policy shop” exhibit a relatively stable

secular trend through the 110th Congress, then a post-110th drop across all

levels. The third panel in Figure 4 shows the most common Capitol Hill position

—legislative assistant—decline significantly in the 111th Congress (2009-2010),

never to recover. The median legislative assistant earned just over $35,000 in the

115th Congress. The typical legislative correspondent earned less than $30,000.

The mid-level supervisory position of legislative director shows the most

volatility, peaking at more than $80,000 in the 110th, and dropping by nearly a

quarter by the 115th Congress.

Job titles associated with constituent service operations in the district follow a

similar pattern to legislative operations in Washington. The most notable decline

is the supervisory district director, which dropped considerably after the 110th

Congress. The requirement that staff use state-based ACA exchanges may have

particularly affected district directors, since rates in some exchanges may far

exceed those in the federal employee health benefits program

Finally, administrative and clerical staff experienced the largest and longest

running declines in salary across all levels. These positions are the most likely to

be impacted by improved communication technology and office operation

efficiencies. Executive assistants, typically a position that is both politically and

personally sensitive to members, has plummeted from a pre-110th Congress

(2007-2008) pay rate equivalent to communications directors down to one

roughly equal to the much more common legislative assistant.

Positions like office manager and staff assistant—commonly considered foot-in-

the-door jobs that position staff for promotion to jobs in legislative operations or

communications—have likewise declined. Staff assistants’ annualized salaries

dropped down to below $20,000 in the 115th Congress—in a city where the living

newamerica.org/political-reform/reports/congressional-brain-drain/ 15
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wage for an adult with no children is $35,194.  Though turnover in these

positions are high, these extremely low salaries suggest that staffing is a sellers’

market, especially at the entry level. It is not uncommon for hundreds of

applicants to seek out these entry-level positions, nor is it rare that staff assistants

have additional jobs on nights and weekends or require assistance from family,

despite Congress being the most professionalized legislature in the world. These

jobs, then, are extremely difficult for underrepresented and lower income

populations to seek and obtain, contributing to a long-term, persisting lack of

diversity within congressional staff.

House of Representatives Human Resource Allocation Analysis

Comparing compensation by common job title is misleading because

conventions have changed significantly over time and across chambers. For

instance, the job title “chief of staff” has all but replaced the title “administrative

assistant,” which was very commonly used for the most senior staffer until the

late 1990s. And, as personnel budgets have tightened, it has become standard

practice on Capitol Hill to offer staff a change in job title without significantly

increasing pay, with the implicit understanding that a more prestigious title may

improve career advancement in the future. The result is de facto job title inflation.

So, while intuitive for those familiar with Capitol Hill jargon, job titles are an

ineffective way to measure how members prioritize the functions in their office.

To better measure how members allocate resources to their specific needs, we

systematically identify job responsibilities for each staffer by cross-checking their

payroll records with quarterly Congressional Yellow Book volumes that coincide

with their work.

Often there is a perfect correlation between job title and duties, as with

legislative assistants. But that is not always the case, since some chiefs of staff

maintain a policy portfolio and some staff hold joint job titles such as press

secretary/legislative assistant. We identify ambiguous cases like these, and split

the staffers’ reported salary between the relevant functions. Doing so more

realistically reflects the allocation of resources in an office. The result is a

superior measure of how members allocate MRA to specific duties, rather than to

job titles.

In Figure 5, expenditures are tracked in five categories: (1) political leadership, (2)

legislative, (3) communications, (4) constituent service, and (5) administrative

functions. Political leadership staff is typically senior positions that have multiple

supervisory and operational responsibilities, such as CoS, committee staff

director, or a deputy. In some cases, positions such as “scheduler” play a

gatekeeping role, so may be wholly or partially categorized as political leadership;

in others, the same position is relatively junior, so may be categorized as

administrative. Our investigation painstakingly categorized every staffer, in every

17
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quarter, to more precisely account for what their responsibilities are rather than

relying solely on job titles, which can be uninformative.

The y-axis is the percentage of expenditures on staffing across all five functions.

When measured by function, there is no sudden decline after the 110th Congress

that we observe in pay per job title, suggesting that members were sensitive to

changing budget constraints that came with member salary freezes. Most

importantly, the decline in the allocation of personnel funding across all

categories began long before the Great Recession, the member pay freeze, and

the ACA rules for staff.

The largest secular trends are the sharp decline in administrative staffing and the

rise of constituent service personnel. The decline in administrative functions is

driven by reduced information technology costs. Thus, the savings accrued by

the introduction of low-cost technology were initially shifted to constituent

service, which is most closely tied to members’ reelection motivation. But that

increase in district operations staffing was short lived.

The most striking feature is that legislative operations and constituent service

were once prioritized equally in House offices. From the 103rd through the 105th

(and, most likely prior to the 103rd), members’ legislative and constituent service

allocations reflect equal priorities.  Since the 105th, members rank policy shops

far below district work.

19
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This is true even though both constituent service and legislative operations both

decline at roughly similar rates after the 107th Congress (2001-2002). At its peak,

the median office allocated about 27 percent of the MRA to legislative staff. By

the 113th Congress (2013-2014) this share had decreased to 18 percent, a

cumulative decline of roughly one-third of legislative operations staffing. This

decline is equivalent to just over one FTE assigned primarily with legislative

tasks, such as a legislative assistant earning about $35,000 plus fringe benefits. In

the same period, median expenditures on political leadership and

communications staffers remain relatively constant. And, we already know the

legislative workload slack has not been picked up by committee staff. In fact,

committee staffing rosters have themselves declined during the same period.

The decline in committee staffing coincides with a dramatic reduction in

committees’ legislative productivity, which has largely been replaced by highly

partisan oversight theatrics.  Alternatively, there is some evidence that party

leadership staff has increased during this period to manage the legislative

workload, but of course that is not the same as having rank-and-file members

fully participate in the legislative agenda setting and lawmaking process.

Finally, these trends are consistent across multiple Congresses, regardless of

which party is in the majority.

All told, judging by their expenditures on staff, members of the House today

value representation activities like constituent services far more than they do

legislative activities such as conducting rigorous oversight, drafting legislation,

and building support for their ideas. Thus, the story is that rank-and-file

members are legislating less, and focusing more on district work that is geared

toward reelection and representation, as opposed to policy and oversight.

Combined with fewer legislative days and an increased expectation to raise

election funds, especially while in Washington, Congress’s capacity to govern has

diminished to its lowest levels in generations.

22
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Congressional Staffers’ Job Satisfaction, Career
Trajectories, and Compensation

These 30,000-foot, chamber-wide changes in legislators’ priorities have

certainly impacted staff pay in Congress. But the trends themselves do not reveal

how individual staffers experience work in Congress, and how that experience

affects their career prospects and salary. Here, we rely on our Congressional

Capacity Surveys (CCS) that integrate information from publicly available payroll

records with specific details on staffers’ educational and professional

backgrounds, knowledge of policy and legislative procedure, and political and

social identities. The data from nearly 800 staffers responding to both CCSs

better reveal how their personal and professional characteristics are associated

with future career trajectories, job satisfaction and sense of belonging, and

salary. We assess and compare job satisfaction and career trajectories across

several categories: employer’s party, chamber, office type, staffers’ own ideology

and party identity, job responsibility, seniority, and demographics.

Staffers’ Employing Offices

Our sampling process intentionally screened Washington, D.C.-based staff who

can reasonably be expected to impact the policymaking and representational

responsibilities across a variety of employing offices. In other words, we focused

our attention on political appointees working on Capitol Hill.

Table 1 shows that three in five staff work on the House side, despite House

members outnumbering Senators by more than four to one. There are more staff

per members in the Senate, though both chambers have roughly the same

number of committees with similar jurisdictions.

Table 1 | Staffers by Employing Office (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

Chamber House 58 60 59 

Senate 42 40 41 

Office Type Personal 69 69 69 

Committee 24 27 25 

Party leadership 6 5 5 

25
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2017 2019 Combined 

Party Democrats 44 55 49 

Republicans 56 46 51 

Primary Responsibility Communications 10 15 13 

Legislative 74 70 72 

Political leadership 16 15 16 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to

100 percent.

Employing offices follow a familiar pyramid structure based on the hierarchy of

offices on Capitol Hill. Seven in 10 staffers work in members’ personal offices,

whereas only one in 20 work in party leadership. The combined party breakdown

is split evenly, with Republican offices employing more staff in 2017 when they

were the majority in the House, and vice versa for Democrats in 2019. The

weighted employing office frequency patterns in Table 1 suggest our survey

respondents are representative of staffer population level data.

Staffer Race and Gender Identity

Between all of these employment categories, about 6,500 political-appointee

staffers work on Capitol Hill,  Even so, the most common demographic profile

for a typical staffer is a white male with a bachelor’s degree who works as a

legislative assistant in a majority party House members’ personal office. In

general, there is a longstanding and significant underrepresentation of Black,

Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) among Hill staff. For example, people of

color only made up 14 percent of all top House staff in 2019 and 11 percent of top

Senate staff in 2020. Though these numbers are still low—and are lower than the

percentage of BIPOC in the greater American population—they both represent

significant improvements in recent years.

This fact is borne out by a conversation with a senior House committee staffer in

2017. When one of the authors pointed out that she was the first Black woman he

interviewed among the nearly 50 interviews he had conducted among House and

Senate senior staff, she noted that:
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I'm the first African-American staff director of this committee...When they say it's

“the last plantation,”  they're not that far off. Unfortunately, I'm normally one of

very few African Americans at the table for most high-level policy discussions.

This anecdote is most certainly true in a general sense, but extremely difficult to

dig further into using survey methods. Precisely because white staffers make up

the overwhelming share of those within the institution, our survey samples of

BIPOC staff are simply too small to present detailed breakdowns of responses by

identity. Therefore, our inability to use this survey data to speak to issues of race

in Congress and the potential impacts—beyond rough estimates at demographics

in most cases—is, itself, a result of the severe diversity problem within the

institution.

The data presented here are from our external data provider, LegiStorm. What

we present is limited by the format and manner in which these data have been

collected.  Despite their shortcomings, however, these data reveal that the

population of congressional staff is considerably more white than the population

they serve.

Table 2 presents the racial and ethnic demographics of the 6,505 congressional

staffers in the 2019 Congressional Capacity Survey sampling frame. Overall,

Democratic offices employ 73 percent Caucasion staffers. Republican staffers are

almost exclusively Caucasion at 94 percent. In total, BIPOC staffers represent

less than seven percent of all Republican staff, and just over one quarter of

Democratic staff. In contrast, the U.S. census estimates that only 60.1 percent of

the U.S. population is white, non-Hispanic.

Table 2 | Staffer Race and Ethnicity, by Party (Percent)

Race/Ethnicity Democrats Republicans Difference 

Caucasian 73 94 -21

Black 12 2 10 

Hispanic 7 2 5 

Asian-American/Pacific Islander 7 2 5 

Arab/Persian 1 < 1 < 1 

American-Indian/Alaska Native < 1 < 1 < 1 

Biracial < 1 0 < 1 
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Notes: N = 6,505 staff meeting our sampling criteria, described in detail in section 6.2.

Using this same external data provided by LegiStorm, we report congressional

staff gender by party in 2019 in Table 3. Democratic staff are evenly split, whereas

males are overrepresented among Republican staff.

Table 3 | Staffer Gender, by Party (Percent)

Democratic Republican 

Male 50 60 

Female 50 40 

Notes: N = 6,505 staff meeting our sampling criteria, described in detail in section 6.2.

As with the race and ethnicity information, here we are limited to LegiStorm

codes identifying staffers exclusively with a binary salutation of “Mr.” or “Ms,”

which does not fully reflect staffer gender identity. As such, these data do not

speak to the significant issues of representation of gender non-conforming and

trans people in Congress.

In the 2019 CCS, we ask a more nuanced question regarding gender identity: One

out of 249 staffers that answered this question self-identified as trans and zero

staffers self-identified as non-binary, or opted to self-describe using the free text

field provided.

Analysis of our survey respondents does reveal important differences in

legislative staff by gender. Female staffers are substantially more likely to hold

jobs of mid-level seniority, such as legislative assistant. But, women are less likely

to serve in senior positions like CoS or legislative director than their male

counterparts.  These results are similar to studies showing women face

significant challenges rising through the staff hierarchy on Capitol Hill.

Table 4 | Staffer Seniority, by Gender (Percent)

2017 2017 2019 2019 

Male Female Male Female 

Senior 22 17 33 22 
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2017 2017 2019 2019 

Mid-level 55 67 56 69 

Junior 22 16 11 9 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to

100 percent.

Staffers’ primary responsibility is gendered as well. Table 5 shows the percentage

of men and women in different roles. While female staffers served in legislative

functions at similar rates in 2017 and 2019, they were substantially more likely to

serve in communications and less likely to serve in the political leadership

functions, which are often the most highly compensated and powerful within an

office.

Table 5 | Staffer Responsibility, by Gender (Percent)

2017 2017 2019 2019 

Male Female Male Female 

Political Leadership 18 11 17 11 

Legislative 74 75 70 71 

Communications 8 14 14 17 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to

100 percent.

Staffer Age and Tenure on Capitol Hill

The CCS and the associated payroll data for staffers in our sample reveal several

intuitive and surprising results. We know staff age and tenure have been

declining on Capitol Hill since at least the mid-1990s.  Here, we dig deeper to

reveal what individual factors are associated with age and tenure.
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Table 6 reveals that the typical staffer is between 26 and 30 years old. Capitol Hill

is staffed primarily by Millennials. Roughly 60 percent of the congressional

staffer population is under the age of 35, and 75 percent under 40 years old. Most

members are Baby Boomers, but less than 10 percent of their staff are of the

same generation.

Table 6 | Staffer Age (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

Under 25 years old 15 13 14 

26-30 25 27 26 

31-35 18 22 20 

36-40 14 17 15 

41-45 11 9 10 

46-50 5 6 6 

51-55 5 3 4 

56-60 3 2 2 

60 or older 4 1 3 

Notes: Exact age is binned to maintain respondent confidentiality. Cells are weighted

frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to 100 percent.

Staffers can’t grow old in their jobs if they don’t stay very long. In 2019, the

average tenure for staff on Capitol Hill is 3.1 (SD = 1.9) years, which may vary

between 2.9 and 3.3 for the full population of staffers due to sampling uncertainty.

 Despite that short time in the institution, staff hold multiple positions within an

office and may move between offices. Just over half of staffers in our survey held

three separate or more job titles, and two-thirds have worked for at least three

separate employing offices. Results not shown here show that tenure in the job

does not vary much across different employing offices.

However, the number of years working in Congress does vary meaningfully for

senior staff and for those in political management positions. Figure 6 is a box-
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and-whiskers scatterplot for tenure in Congress by the three primary

responsibilities in a Washington, D.C. personal office. The median

communications and legislative staffers’ tenure have roughly three years of

experience on the Hill each, reflecting the overall average. However,

communications staff are more concentrated around the average tenure.

Alternatively, staff in the upper quartile (e.g., those above the box) have at least

10 years of experience in Congress. But these long-serving legislative staffers are

not the norm. The concentration of staff around the bottom quartile reveals that

most staff that manage policy portfolios in Congress have only one or two years

of experience. That is, roughly one-third of legislative staffers have not yet served

the duration of a single Congress.

Senior staffers in political management positions on the other hand are highly

experienced in Congress, as may be expected. The typical staffer in a political

management role has spent more than 14 years on Capitol Hill, and the outliers

above the 75th percentile have been on the Hill for 20 or more years. This

experience is greater than the typical member, who in the 116th Congress has

served 8.4 (House) or 10.1 (Senate) years.

Career Trajectories on Capitol Hill

Most staff work in Congress for very little time compared to most professions.

And, they typically get started with an unpaid or low-paying internship. Though
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the House and Senate have recently set aside money outside the MRA and

SOPOEA to fund internships, most current mid- and senior-level staffers were

not eligible for them when they got their start. And, though these funds are a step

in the right direction, the House makes only enough money available for one FTE

intern per office at a rate of $15 per hour; the Senate internship money can fund

two FTEs.

In addition, anecdotal evidence from interviews and conversations with current

staffers suggests that many started their internships after graduating college.

This practice amounts to unpaid or extremely low-paid labor, but no publicly

available evidence exists to know how common the practice is. As a consequence

of the sellers’ labor market we document above, it is not surprising that staff are

willing to accept unpaid work as a foot in the door.

Just over half of all respondents started their congressional staff careers as

interns. Table 7 shows a fairly sharp decline from 2017 to 2019, though that may

be due to the Democrats’ net gain of 41 seats in the 2018 elections. With 90 new

members of the House and nine freshman Senators, it is likely that new members

recruited a disproportionately large number of staff from the campaign trail or

from previous elected offices.

Table 7. Staff Starting in Congress as Interns

2017 2019 Combined 

No internship 41 50 46 

Internship 59 50 55 
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Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to 
100 percent.

The overwhelming majority of staff who did start with an internship did so 
without any pay. Table 8 reveals that more than four in five (83 percent) started 
with an internship in Washington, with only 10 percent starting in a district or 
state office. Unpaid internships outnumber paid internships at nearly four to one 
(ratio: 3.7:1). That is, 79 percent of internships on Capitol Hill are unpaid, a rate 
almost twice that of the private sector.38 All told, more than two of every five 
staffers on Capitol Hill started their careers as unpaid employees of the 
legislative branch.39
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2017 2019 Combined 

Washington, DC office 57 72 64 

District or state office 15 5 10 

With campaign 5 4 5 

Washington, DC office 19 17 18 

District or state office 1 0 1 

With campaign 2 2 2 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Respondents include only those

responding “internship” reported in Table 3. Rounded percentages may not sum to 100

percent.

Of course, internships offer valuable work experience and exposure to how

Congress works, and Congress (as well as other government and nonprofit

employers) is not bound by the Fair Labor Standards Act, which applies only to

for-profit employers. Furthermore, Congress is generally exempt from the labor

laws it enacts, and is bound only by its own rules, constitutionally. Each chamber

has adopted some workplace protections such as those for sexual harassment,

but the rules typically permit members to hire and fire staff as they please. In

principle, though, there is nothing stopping employing offices from following

labor law guidelines for congressional interns, especially because they so

frequently mark the beginning of staffers’ careers.

In addition to being unpaid, internships are frequently the product of networking

opportunities, which further limits access to future careers on the Hill. According

to the senior staffer who is “normally one of very few African Americans at the

table,” despite efforts on the Hill to conduct outreach, there are often fewer

professional network opportunities for prospective BIPOC interns, compared to

their white peers.

We try to do pipeline stuff. So we work with [Historically Black Colleges

and Universities,] and the caucuses.  All the caucuses have programs,

like fellowship and internship programs… I think you have to be very

intentional about it because you know that only some people are getting

into the internships in the first place. So you just have to be very
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intentional about it. We do significant outreach and try to make sure

we're always letting people know.

More precise data on interns and their experiences was not available for this

study, as LegiStorm data on interns and entry-level positions are not available

and very few or no interns responded to the CCS survey. However, a study

conducted by Dr. James Jones estimates that in the summer of 2019, the House of

Representatives’ intern class was 64 percent white, 13 percent Black, 5 percent

Hispanic/Latino, 11 percent Asian/Pacific Islander, 0 percent Native American,

and 3 percent Middle Eastern/North African.  Ultimately, the dependence on

unpaid internships for future careers on Capitol Hill suggests that they act as a

significant obstacle to developing a more diverse legislative workforce.

Internships are how most staffers enter Congress. How do they exit? The low pay

and long hours (see below) are associated with the decades-long trend that

staffers’ tenure in Congress is decreasing. But the aggregate data do not speak to

the reasons why staff leave or where they plan to go. The CCS permits us to dig

deep into individual staffers’ intent to stay or leave Congress, and if they leave,

where they anticipate going.

Table 9 reveals that 65 percent of staffers plan to leave Congress within five years.

But on Capitol Hill five years is a professional lifetime. More than two of every

five staffers plan to leave within just two years. That is, 43 percent of staff plan to

depart by the end of the Congress in which they are employed. In the business

and nonprofit world, an organization expecting to lose nearly half its workforce

by the end of its industry’s normal business cycle would be considered a colossal

failure. Congress, on the other hand, is reducing staffers’ pay while expecting

unusually long hours.

Table 9 | Intent to Leave Congress (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

Within 1 year 10 18 14 

1-2 years 34 23 29 

3-5 33 30 32 

6-10 20 15 18 

More than 10 12 14 13 
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Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to

100 percent.

Only a small proportion of staff—6 percent across both surveys—anticipate

working in Congress until they retire. Roughly half intend to stay in government

or in public service more broadly. The remaining 43 percent plan to move into the

private sector in some capacity. In 2019, staff in Democratic offices (64 percent)

were about twice as likely to want to stay in public service than their Republican

counterparts (36 percent).

Table 10 | Ideal Next Career Step (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

Likely retire 7 5 6 

Move into private sector 45 41 43 

Stay in government 48 54 51 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Response of “Don’t know” or “other”

excluded. Rounded percentages may not sum to 100 percent.

Among those staff who envision staying in government in some capacity, more

than half (55 percent) hope to stay in Congress. Therefore, the conditional

probability that a person plans to both stay in government and continue working

in Congress (rather than seek any other option in the public or private sector) is

only 28 percent. Another way to look at these results: Congress is an unattractive

employer in the long run for nearly half of the respondents who want to continue

their careers in public service, and almost two of every five staffers overall.

Moreover, Table 11 shows the intent to stay in Congress declined from 62 percent

in 2017 to 48 percent in 2019, a more than 14 percentage point drop. Staff are

slightly more likely to want to move to a different office, which is consistent with

Capitol Hill norms and research suggesting that experience for multiple

members improves staffers’ professional reputations.

Table 11 | Next Step if Staying in Government (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

Stay in Congress, same office 30 22 26 
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2017 2019 Combined 

Stay in Congress, different office 32 26 29 

Move to the White House 13 13 13 

Move to federal agency 19 24 22 

Move to state government 2 7 5 

Other 4 8 6 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Respondents include only those

responding ”stay in government” reported in Table 6. Rounded percentages may not

sum to 100 percent.

Roughly one-third of the staffer sample hopes to use their experience on Capitol

Hill to move to the executive branch. Only about one in twenty plan to go to state

and local government or some other form of government service, respectively.

Staff seeking to exit public service for the private sector mostly want to land on K

Street. In Table 12, roughly half of the staffers who want to go into the private

sector want to be a lobbyist.  It’s no wonder, since staff can expect to earn at

least three times as much as a lobbyist, and maybe more depending on their

experience.  No other option even comes close, with the general response of

working at a think tank or university—which typically requires advanced

credentials or decades of distinguished public service—coming in a distant

second.

Table 12 | Next Step if Moving to Private Sector (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

Government relations / lobbying / policy advising 50 46 48 

Research / think tank / university 10 19 15 

Start your own business unrelated to politics or government 6 6 6 

Election campaign / campaign consulting 2 2 2 
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2017 2019 Combined 

Political party organization (DNC, RNC, RNCC...) 2 1 2 

Other (different industry, graduate / law school...) 30 26 28 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Respondents include only those

responding “move into private sector” reported in Table 6. The “Other” residual

category includes several response options that are inconsistent across 2017 and 2019.

Rounded percentages may not sum to 100 percent.

The conclusion to draw here is that Congress—with its declining pay, demanding

expectations, and short job tenure—is subsidizing the lobbying industry. For the

most part, working on the Hill is an entry-level position for K Street, rather than a

stepping stone for a career in public service. Members of Congress pay little

attention to these trends so long as their immediate staffing needs are met, and

staff use their brief experience on the Hill as a résumé boost. The taxpayers foot

the bill, and special interests come out on top.

Workload and Job Satisfaction

Congressional staff are overworked and underappreciated. The average staffer

works more than 50 hours per week and earns less than $40,000 per year. Table

13 reveals that in both Congresses about two-thirds of all staffers work more than

50 hours per week, and one in five work more than 60 hours. These kinds of

wages and hours put the median staffer on par with truck drivers and oil-rig

roustabouts.

Table 13 | Number of Work Hours Per Week (Percent)

2017 2019 Combined 

< 40 hours 2 1 1 

40-49 31 36 33 

50-59 46 43 44 

60-69 15 14 15 
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2017 2019 Combined 

70 + 6 5 5 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to

100 percent.

It is common for Washington offices to remain open during normal business

hours fitting the district, and members typically expect staff to be present while

in session or at after-hour events. Congress today, if they meet at all, typically do

so Tuesday through Thursday. When Congress finds itself negotiating “must-

pass” bills, the chambers can only act after party leaders reach 11th-hour

agreements. As late evening and even weekend votes have become more

common given shorter and fewer legislative work weeks—one impact of the

Contract with America-inspired shift for members to “go home” as much as

possible—it has become increasingly common for staff to be expected to work

extended hours. These kinds of tasks are not common outside the congressional

workplace, and are considered to be part of the job.

This extra time is not separately compensated. Coupled with relatively low

annual salaries, this atmosphere contributes to the common view that staff are

under-appreciated and that they need to leave the institution. Given the

pressures of a sellers’ labor market on Capitol Hill and the strong norm of loyalty

toward the boss, few staff feel empowered to work a typical nine-to-five work

week.

Work hours are not distributed equally across all levels of seniority, though. More

than one-third of senior staff—defined here as those with supervisory authority,

such as CoS, committee staff director, legislative director, and the like—work

more than 60 hours per week on average.

Table 14 | Number of Work Hours Per Week, by Seniority (Percent)

2017 CCS 2017 CCS 2017 CCS 2019 CCS 2019 CCS 2019 CCS 

Junior Mid-level Senior Junior Mid-level Senior 

< 40 hours 0 3 0 0 2 0 

40-49 34 34 18 32 42 23 

50-59 44 48 45 59 41 43 
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2017 CCS 2017 CCS 2017 CCS 2019 CCS 2019 CCS 2019 CCS 

60-69 13 11 26 9 11 25 

70 + 9 4 11 0 4 10 

Notes: Cells are weighted frequency percentages. Rounded percentages may not sum to

100 percent.

Despite the long hours and low pay, staff at least superficially report that they are

satisfied with their work, as shown in Table 15. Based on interviews and informal

conversations with current and former staff, working in Congress—even though

today’s “Executive-dominated” politics remains the focal point of any and all

issues of the day—is exciting, prestigious, and stimulating.

Table 15 | Job Satisfaction: Staffers’ Sense of Belonging In… (Percent)

Your Office? Congress? Institutional Deficit 

Very strong 36 23 -13

Strong 40 38 -2

Neither weak nor strong 15 24 9 

Weak 8 13 5 

Very weak 1 2 1 

Notes: This question was only asked in 2019. Cells are weighted frequency percentages.

Rounded percentages may not sum to 100 percent.

Contrary to studies that ask direct questions about job satisfaction  that are

known to invite socially desirable responses, the 2019 CCS instead asked about

staffers’ sense of belonging.  The sense-of-belonging concept has been shown to

more accurately reflect employees’ non-conscious feelings of engagement with

their employers. And, more importantly, it is a superior measure to distinguish

workers’ feelings of job satisfaction toward their specific employing unit and the

employer more generally.
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Our results bear this out. More than three-quarters of staff feel a strong or very

strong sense of belonging to their own office, suggesting staff feel engaged with

their boss’s vision and strategy. In a recent study of a national sample of workers

in a variety of industries, roughly 40 percent of people say they feel isolated. So,

that only one in four staffers feel as if they do not belong in their employing office

is a sign that the congressional workplace is doing something right. This is a

puzzle: If employing offices do well to develop employee engagement, then why

leave after only three years?

We asked staff to also rate their sense of belonging to the institutional as a whole,

and the results offer some insight. Only about 60 percent of staffers feel very

strongly or strongly to the institution as a whole. Given the low pay and the fact

that Congress necessarily undergoes an institution-wide reorganization every

two years, the relatively low sense of connection to the institution is not strong

enough to retain staff.

We refer to the difference in sense of belonging to staffers’ own office and to

Congress-at-large as the “institutional deficit.” In the last column of Table 11, we

see a 15-point drop-off for staff who feel strongly or very strongly. In contrast to

studies reporting relatively strong job satisfaction in Congress, this deficit

suggests staffers’ connection to their jobs is on par with the typical worker in the

national population. This is important because work in Congress assumes a

strong public service motivation. Public service motivation is strongly correlated

with a willingness to forego the material benefits offered in the private sector.

Thus, work in Congress is a public service perfect storm: Rapidly declining

wages, long hours, and the ever-present media and public perception that

Congress is broken all make the K Street swamp an enticing career move.

Moreover, the relatively high sense of belonging to one’s employing office is not

equal for traditionally underrepresented staffers. Table 16 reports the same

office-to-Congress institutional deficit, but in relative terms for BIPOC and

female staffers. In this table, the strong and weak categories are collapsed for

simplification. In the cells are relative frequency percentages for each ethnic and

gender category. The net deficit is the difference in institutional deficits between

whites and people of color and between men and women, respectively.

Table 16 | Institutional Deficit for Minorities & Women

Ethnicity Ethnicity Ethnicity Gender Gender Gender 

BIPOC White Net Deficit Female Male Net Deficit 

Strong / very strong -23 -14 -9 -19 -12 -7

Neither strong nor weak 20 8 12 -2 -2 0 
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Ethnicity Ethnicity Ethnicity Gender Gender Gender 

Weak / very weak 3 6 3 0 0 0 

Notes: This question was only asked in 2019. Cells are difference in weighted relative

frequencies. Rounded percentages may not sum to 100 percent.

For the full population of staffers, the institutional deficit for sense of belonging

is 15 percent in Table 15. However, the deficit for BIPOC staffers is a much higher

23 percent, for a net loss of 9 points. In other words, those staffers’ connection to

Congress is much lower than the average employee nationwide. The same is true

for women staffers, whose net deficit loss is 7 points. The number of women in

the House and Senate has increased in recent years—most notably in 1992 and

2018—to be more descriptively representative of the population as a whole, but

the data suggests that female staffers still experience lower feelings of belonging.

Staffer Knowledge and Expertise

An important implication of the high turnover and low tenure among

congressional staff is that they have less time within the institution to develop

specialized expertise that would make them more effective at their jobs. The CCS

asks staffers several detailed knowledge questions to assess procedural

knowledge about the institution and their policy knowledge in highly salient

policy areas: health and budget. In other words, the CCS embeds a “pop quiz”

within the survey on institutional procedures that are specifically tailored to the

chamber in which they work. These factual questions could easily be Googled or

quickly researched via CRS report, particularly as participants independently

answered the survey questions online, but they are intended to measure

instantaneous recall of highly specific questions that typically comes with higher

order training and experience.

Our procedural knowledge batteries are made up of four questions such as “What

does it mean to invoke ‘martial law’ in the House?” and “When does a cloture

motion ripen?” We then construct knowledge variables using the percentage of

answers in the battery that a staffer answers correctly.

Figure 7 displays the relationship between staffers’ procedural knowledge and

their tenure working in Congress. We find a robust relationship between time

spent in the institution and staffers’ level of knowledge of the procedural

intricacies of the institution. Interviews we conducted in 2017 bore out the

importance of particularly knowledgeable staffers, skilled in legislative
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procedures at helping members of Congress achieve their policy goals. In

addition, recent research notes that members with long-serving staffers are

particularly effective, and that staffers have a measurable impact on their bosses’

agendas.

We assess knowledge of policy issues using the same approach we used to

measure procedural knowledge. We had issue area experts draft four multiple-

choice question batteries on budget and health issues (e.g. “About what percent

of the federal budget is allocated through the annual appropriations process?”

and “In 2017, total spending on health care in the US is ____, with roughly ___

spent on hospital care.”), and staffers were scored according to the percentage of

questions they answered correctly.

We find a similarly strong relationship between tenure and knowledge of policy

issues, shown in Figure 8. For both health and budgetary issues, staffers who have

worked in the institution longer are more knowledgeable about the issues. This

relationship holds whether staffers report routinely working on the issue they

were asked about or not. Staffers who work on budget or health on a regular basis

do tend to be more knowledgeable than those who do not, which may be

unsurprising. As we show above, staff tenure tends to be very short, so most

staffers do not accrue enough experience to have advanced policy knowledge,

even on those topics within their issue portfolio.
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Not only do staffers rarely stay in the institution long enough to develop deep

institutional and substantive expertise, they are often tasked with extensive

portfolios which limit their ability to focus on a given issue. The typical legislative

staffer works on between two and six issues on a daily basis. In most offices the

“expert” staffer on an issue must still spread their attention across multiple other

issue responsibilities.

This is particularly troubling given that these staffers routinely meet with

lobbyists, advocates, and group representatives that spend all of their time

focusing on a single issue that affects their interests. As a result, staffers are at an

information and expertise disadvantage in almost every meeting they take with

outside stakeholders.  This information asymmetry can have a profound effect

on how decisions are made.

While the typical staffer routinely works on almost a half-dozen issues, Figure 9

shows fully 25 percent report working on seven or more issues regularly. This

enormous breadth in policy domain responsibility is as concerning as it is

consistent with evidence of the shrinking size of members’ policy shops. These

smaller teams force individual legislative staffers to cover ever-broader ranges of
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topics, which necessarily sacrifices the time and attention they can dedicate to

any one issue on behalf of constituents.

The consequence of shrinking policy shops and expanding portfolios is that these

staffers are not only being drawn to K Street for the pay, but also for the ability to

focus on a narrower set of issues. They are drawn to develop expertise in a single

space, which, for most, is more satisfying work.

Staffer Partisanship and Ideology

It is of course natural that staffers have their own partisan and ideological

identities that are in line, yet distinct from their bosses. Staff are not ideological

superconductors who perfectly reflect the opinions of their employers. But, to

date, we don’t know how distinct their ideology and partisan commitments are

from that of their bosses.

We ask staffers to report their partisanship using the discipline-standard battery,

which measures if they generally think of themselves as Republicans, Democrats,

Independents, or something else. If they select either major party, they are then

asked whether they consider themselves a “strong” or “not very strong”

Republican or Democrat. If respondents select independent or other, they are

asked whether they think of themselves as “closer to the Democratic or
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Republican party.” These responses are recoded into the seven-point party

identification scale shown in Figure 10 below.

Compared to average voters who self-report relatively weak attachments to both

parties, congressional staffers are highly partisan. This is consistent between the

two waves of data, with 65 percent of staffers identified as strong partisans in

both. Approximately 73 percent of Democrats think of themselves as strong

Democrats, compared to only 63 percent strong Republicans.

More importantly, Figure 11 shows that consistently strong partisanship

translates into a high degree of ideological polarization. We measured ideology as

a latent scale based on a standard five question battery about the size, scope, and

role of government. Details on this measure are included in the methodology

section.
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We observe relatively little overlap in the empirical distributions of staffers in

offices of different parties.  Not only do staffers strongly identify as partisan,

they appear to hold consistently different positions from each other. This may not

be surprising on its face, but does reinforce the fact that the congressional staffer

labor market is partisan. Staffers’ own ideological orientations within their

respective parties are distributed relatively normally.

Congressional dysfunction may not be driven simply by partisan animus, or the

need for partisan politicians to generate clear distinctions between themselves

and their opponents. Rather, the lack of bipartisanship and the concomitant

gridlock may, at least in part, be driven by the fact that staffers who are hired to

make the institution function substantively disagree about the role of

government in addressing large issues like health care, consumer protection, and

inequality. These results are particularly troubling since strong ideology and

party identity are associated with exclusively using information from partisan-

aligned sources.
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Compensating Congressional Staff: A Human
Capital Analysis

The personnel expenditure and resource allocation analyses above illuminate

how and when the decline in legislative capacity began, though only in the

aggregate across common job titles and major office functions. In this section, we

use CCS data to conduct a human capital analysis. Human capital analysis more

precisely observes professional characteristics at the individual worker level to

predict compensation. Using data only available from the CCS, we can assess the

factors that influence given congressional staffers’ salaries based on their

employing offices, job assignments, knowledge, skills, and abilities, as well as

education and identity.

The human capital approach rests on straightforward logic about which staffers

should be expected to earn more. Job title analyses are misleading because they

assume all staffers holding the same title have similar education, experience, and

expertise. And, as we already noted, the job title inflation that occurred while

staff compensation declined creates more noise than signal. And, most

importantly, the human capital analysis includes staff from both chambers and

all types of employing offices (i.e., committee and leadership offices), not just

House member personal offices.

First, it is reasonable to expect the inherent organizational hierarchy in Congress

to determine salaries, so we first note the staffers’ chamber (House = 0, Senate =

1), office type (Personal = 0, Committee = 1, Party Leadership/Elected Officer = 3)

and whether or not they work for the majority party (Minority party = 0, Majority

party = 1). Second, we account for job titles. Though they may be imperfect, it is

still reasonable to expect supervisors to earn significantly more than more

common job titles like legislative assistant or professional staff member. Third,

we measure tenure as described above, and the institutional knowledge measure

is normalized on a scale of 0-1. Fourth, we use LegiStorm data on staffers’

highest educational attainment. Note that the JD degree is omitted because it is

perfectly collinear with the job title “counsel.” And, finally we include standard

identity variables for age (measured in five-year intervals), gender (binary), and

race (white = 0; BIPOC = 1).

Figure 12 shows the results of a linear regression model predicting annualized

salary. The plots are the marginal effects associated with each independent

variable; the lines are a measure of uncertainty.57
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Job titles do matter, but only for those holding positions of supervisory authority.

After controlling for all other factors, staffers holding mid-level positions such as

press secretary or professional staff member do not earn more than those in

entry-level positions like legislative correspondent or staff assistant. The

statistically insignificant difference between low- and mid-level staff is likely due

to the downward pressure of declining personnel budgets and the highly

competitive job market on Capitol Hill, as we document above. Members of

Congress exploit their job-sellers’ market status.

Alternatively, holding a counsel job (or having a law degree) earns staff $20,000

more per year than they would otherwise earn with the same experience.

Legislative directors earn $25,000 more than counsels, and communications

directors get paid an additional $5,000 more than legislative directors. Staff

directors and chiefs of staff earn an average of $46,000 more than the typical

staffer, all else equal. In other words, senior staff earn more than twice what a

legislative assistant earns, even after controlling for other factors. These large

inequalities cannot be attributed to senior staffers’ experience or knowledge

alone, but instead to the inefficient and unequal legislative staff job market. The
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higher salary margins for senior staff is independent from how much we may

expect them to be paid based on their age, experience on Capitol Hill, and

knowledge of legislative procedure.

Congressional offices pay for experience, suggesting members value staffers who

spend significant time on the Hill and those who develop their knowledge, skills,

and abilities. A one standard deviation increase in tenure—equal to roughly 2.5

years of experience—translates into nearly $9,000. And, staffers’ institutional

knowledge is rewarded at a rate of roughly $6,000 for every one additional

correct answer in the procedural pop quiz. In addition, the only demographic

variable that predicts salary is age, which can reasonably be expected to reflect

alternative professional and life experience. Recall the majority of staff are under

the age of 35, and two in five are under 30. Among our study, there is not a

distinguishable difference in pay for BIPOC and female staffers compared to

white staffers holding the same position, though we know these groups are both

underrepresented and less likely to advance to more senior roles.  Overall, pay

discrepancies do exist between Black and white staffers on average, perhaps

because white staffers are more likely to hold senior titles.

These results are counterintuitive given the long-term trend of declining tenure

and age among staff. Members reward employees’ knowledge and experience,

yet they have sharply reduced their staffers’ salary over the course of several

Congresses. The declining purchasing power of a Capitol Hill paycheck compels

staffers to leave the Hill after an average of three years. In other words, members’

of Congress management of human capital is extremely inefficient for their

immediate needs and woefully inadequate for the institution as a whole.

Ultimately, our research reveals a notable paradox: Members both reward

knowledge and experience and also offer little incentive for staff to stay long

enough to develop the kinds of knowledge and experience that can be rewarded.
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Lessons for Congressional Capacity Reform

Our research covering both long-term trends and in-depth analyses of individual

staffers suggests several avenues for reform. We list general considerations for

institutional reforms related to the work we report here, fully understanding that

several are aspirational and may not be politically feasible in the near future. But

we think the data—not anybody’s preconceived notions about how things

“really” work—should prompt institution-minded members and the political

reform community to seriously reconsider how Congress recruits, prepares,

develops, and retains its staff. These itemized recommendations are not ranked

in order.

Acknowledge bipartisan and bicameral institutional neglect. The

decline in legislative capacity we document here is the product of many

years of institutional neglect. Members in both chambers—and in both

parties—must acknowledge that the Congress they have inherited has less

capacity to govern than that of only a decade or two ago. The bipartisan,

bicameral problem demands bipartisan, bicameral cooperation to

reinvigorate the legislative branch to oversee a strong and growing

Executive, regardless of who sits in the Oval Office. Investing in the

institution’s capacity will improve members ability to represent the

American people and to govern in the twenty-first century.

Reorganize Congress. Congress has not seriously reconsidered how its

rules, structure, and organization are outdated, inefficient, and

inadequate for their constituents’ needs. Congress should authorize a

bicameral, bipartisan, and simple majority-rule joint committee with

sufficient resources to do more than merely recommend trivial

improvements that existing standing committees and elected officers in

each respective chamber are already considering.

Pay staff more. The cost of living adjusted wages for entry- and mid-level

congressional staff who work 50 hours per week or more is paltry for

supposedly the most professional legislature in the world.

Overhaul the MRA. The House of Representatives does not adequately

manage member office operations. The MRA is not a meaningful strategic

planning and budgeting tool, so it should be significantly restructured by

first identifying overhead expenses in member personal offices that may

be fully centralized, including basic information technology and routine

office functions. The MRA should also structure a reasonable allowance

for district and Washington personnel that accounts for local cost of living

and health care benefits.

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Assess and reward high-performing offices. Members have little

incentive other than their own reelection to change how they operate their

offices. There should be routine mechanisms to reward offices for

excellent performance, such as low turnover, long average tenure rates,

professional development achievements, and other measurable objectives

for service. Rewards and other forms of recognition accrued per office

could be passed on to staff, giving them tangible incentives for

achievement.

Discard overall FTE and staff sharing limitations. Though the Senate

does not necessarily pay staff more than the House after controlling for

things like age and experience, the Senate does outperform the House in

recruiting older, more experienced staff. The House could compete better

if it no longer inhibited members’ flexibility in building the staff rosters

they prefer.

Restore balance to Washington and district work. The decades-long

shift in staffing resources from Washington to the district is the

consequence of much larger political forces in American politics, but it is

not unrelated to how members’ use their official allowances. Members

now face no limitation on how much they use taxpayer resources to

conduct constituent services, most of which is for legitimate

representation needs. But, Congress’s first priority is to govern, which

requires members’ presence and attention while assembled in

Washington. Allocating more resources to the “policy shop” is one way

that members can assert their institutional prerogatives to influence

legislation and oversight. Of course, this reallocation ought to be part of a

comprehensive reconsideration of how members’ time in Washington is

spent, such as reducing “call time” and reelection fundraising.

Pay our interns. The pipeline for working in Congress is fit only for those

with sufficient privilege and resources to accept non-paying or extremely

low-paying employment. Recent funds allocated for internships are a

good start, but are not sufficient. Congress should rethink internships in

congressional offices as public service apprenticeships.

Centralize the legislative staff labor market process. Members of

Congress exploit a race-to-the-bottom legislative staff labor market, and

fail to recognize that their market extends beyond Capitol Hill. Members,

committees, and leadership offices in both chambers can retain the

flexibility that comes with autonomous hiring and firing authority and

cooperate to make the legislative staff market more efficient. The failure

to fully use existing central human-resources mechanisms to screen

candidates and improve placement is a collective action failure. Both

parties free-ride on the prestige of working in Congress by continuing to

• 

• 

• 

• 
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use informal networks to recruit and retain staff. Such informal networks

are especially problematic for traditionally underrepresented groups.

Proactively recruit, retain, and promote a diverse staff.

Congressional offices should be rewarded for recruiting, retaining, and

promoting staff to better represent women, people of color, and others

who are not typically represented among staff. Both chambers should

cooperate to proactively recruit, retain, and advance staff with explicit

attention to race, ethnicity, national origin, primary language, religion,

age, veteran status, ability, immigration status, economic status, sex,

gender identity, and sexual orientation. Congress should create a joint

Office of Diversity and Inclusion, and go further to support efforts such as

the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies “Hill Diversity”

initiative.

Improve labor market transparency. Congress is a sellers’ labor

market, giving members an extreme information advantage and

negotiation leverage over prospective staff. Congress should develop

routinely updated guidelines for pay, job title definitions, job descriptions,

and occupational ranks and steps based on demonstrable knowledge,

skills, and abilities. Members would retain full authority to hire and fire

staff at will, and would be free to use the guidelines as much or as little as

they please. Supervisors and staff would have reliable information about

work expectations, salary, and career progress, and members could

convey their commitment to fair and equitable treatment of staff to

constituents.

Slow the revolving door. The consequence of the inefficient staff labor

market is high turnover and brief tenure that subsidizes K Street.

Congressional offices now serve as a professional stepping stone for the

influence industry, which is an inefficient use of tax dollars. And, existing

“cooling-off” rules are ineffective, as the revolving door has continued to

expand since they have been adopted. Congress needs to offer staff a

reason to stay, including a work environment that makes full use of their

intrinsic public service motivation. Now, Congress simply concedes that it

can’t compete with the exorbitant salaries offered by K Street, and ignores

non-salary incentives to retain staff.

Sponsor and reward professional development. Currently,

professional development is limited to basic administrative skills, routine

office functions, and basic substantive policy training. There is no

accessible training oriented toward higher order skills such as legislative

negotiation, complex congressional processes, or issue area expertise.

Congress should partner with the political reform community, federal

agencies, private sector organizations, staff affinity groups, universities,

• 

• 

• 

• 
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and think tanks to develop bipartisan professional development standards

and expertise certification. Congress should subsidize professional

development up front and reward staff after completion with incremental

increase in pay, rank, and scale. Offices should accommodate staff seeking

professional development opportunities by changing norms of constant

presence in the office, especially when in session.

Create a venue for staff to offer feedback. Staff—especially those who

are young and junior—have very few opportunities to offer feedback

without fear of retribution. The norm of loyalty to the boss is so strong on

Capitol Hill, and most members remain so distant from the day-to-day

challenges that staff face, there is no existing avenue for dialogue.

Members and senior staff could be subject to annual peer review using a

committee of staff from other offices or from neutral outside experts.

• 
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Methodology

The 2019 Congressional Capacity Study is a collaborative research project

conducted by a core team of political scientists: Alexander C. Furnas and

Timothy M. LaPira. The project followed the successful fielding of the 2017

Congressional Capacity Survey which included original qualitative and

quantitative data.

From May through October, 2019, the research team fielded an online

questionnaire targeting all congressional staff with political or legislative

responsibilities primarily located in Washington, D.C. offices. The sampling

frame was purposely broad based on staffers’ geographic location to best capture

those who contribute to Congress’s legislative, appropriations, oversight, or

general public policy operations.

Purpose

The survey questionnaire sought to find out more about the backgrounds, career

paths, policy views, technical knowledge, substantive expertise, and job

experiences of congressional staffers, as well as the procedures and

organizational structures that allow them to assist members of Congress to do

their work in the most effective and democratically responsive ways. The

sampling and fielding process is purposely intended to seek as broad and

representative a sample of congressional staff as possible.

Sample Construction

We constructed the sampling frame from the full LegiStorm contact list as of July

18, 2017 that included individual’s names, employers, and official email

addresses. The contact list contained the full census of 10,369 legislative branch

employees with a Washington, D.C. office address. The contact list included 729

House, Senate, and bicameral offices and organizational units. The list excluded

legislative support agencies (such as the Congressional Research Service,

Government Accountability Office, and the Congressional Budget Office) that

employ personnel as federal civil servants. From this list of organizational units,

the research team selected 633 organizational units with names suggesting the

primary mission contributed to legislative operations, as broadly as could be

determined by public information about the office. Primarily, these units focus on

members’ personal offices, standing committees, and party leadership offices.

Secondarily, we included “other” administrative offices (such as the House

Parliamentarian)  and institutionalized caucuses or member organizations60
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(such as the Senate Caucus on International Narcotics Control and the House

Republican Study Committee).

The sampling frame excludes offices with exclusively administrative, facilities, or

maintenance missions (such as House Office of Logistics and Support and Senate

Office of Printing, Graphics and Direct Mail). We also excluded staffers with

primarily administrative responsibilities, limiting our sample to legislative,

communications, and political management staff.

Table 17 summarizes the 6,505 individuals in our sampling frame this process

considered to be primarily employed as political appointees in the legislative

branch. The table cross-tabulates prospective respondents by chamber and office

type.

Table 17 | 2019 Sampling Frame

Personal Committee Party Leadership Total 

House 2,756 953 184 3,893 

Senate 1,768 741 103 2,612 

Total 4,524 1,694 287 6,505 

The process intentionally makes no assumptions about individual staffers within

an office based on common job titles to maximize the variety of staff. Moreover,

job titles are notoriously noisy descriptions of staffers actual responsibilities

within an office. This sampling frame conservatively biases toward over-coverage

of prospective participants that may reasonably be thought of as politically

appointed staff engaged in legislative operations, even if their role is tangential,

such as press secretaries. The ex ante expectation is that response rates would be

artificially deflated because we were likely asking non-legislative staff—such as

office operations managers—employed in legislative offices to participate. We

expect these non-legislative staff employed in legislative offices to be more likely

to decline to participate in the survey.

Fielding Process and Timeline

The survey was offered exclusively online using the James Madison University

license to the Qualtrics survey platform. The survey was offered in three

sequential data collection stages between August and December. Each of the

6,505 prospective staffers were contacted first by mail with a personalized survey
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link and then by email with a personalized link to identify respondents with

existing biographical data and to maintain strict confidentiality. In addition to

direct contacts, the research team recruited senior legislative staffers in our

professional networks to ask them to spread the word as much as they were

willing, and partnered with external validator groups including the

Congressional Management Foundation, R Street, the Legislative Capacity

Working Group, and Demand Progress to promote participation. The fielding

process was conducted over the course of five months in 2019, including:

May 14-17: Initial invitation emails sent in batches of 100.

June 2: Email response declines and survey completions identified,

dropped from first follow-up contact list.

June 4-5: First reminder email sent.

June 30: Second round email response declines and survey completions

identified, dropped from first follow-up contact list.

July 2-10: Second reminder email sent.

August 1-5: Third round email response declines and survey completions

identified, dropped from first follow-up contact list.

September 5-11: Third reminder email sent.

October 28th: Survey closed and response data collected from Qualtrics.

December 6: LegiStorm delivers biographical data for in- and out-

samples.

December 7-18: Survey response and Legistorm biographical data

processing.

Response Rates, and Post-stratification Weights

The overall response rate was 5.5 percent (355 of 6,505). The margin of error at the

95 percent confidence level is 5.2 percent. Post-stratification survey weights

(psweight) were calculated using the survey package in R. For the purpose of

calculating weights, respondents were counted as having taken the survey for the

purpose of inclusion in the numerator if they agreed to participate in the survey

and responded to any other question in the survey. The provided psweights are

the inverse probability of selection for each respondent conditioning on the joint

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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distribution of chamber, office type, and party in the population, using the

sampling frame purchased from LegiStorm.

Linking back to biographical data

In addition to the variables collected with the survey instrument, respondents

were subsequently linked back to the original biographical and payroll data in the

sampling frame purchased from LegiStorm. Selected variables were used to

calculate psweights and to define subgroups by chamber, party, office type, job

title, seniority, and gender.

Categorizing Staffer Responsibility

Our analyses rely on unique staffer responsibility classifications. To develop these

classifications, we employ a hybrid human- and machine-based coding

algorithm. According to this protocol, certain job titles receive automatic coding

decisions, which are assigned via a simple algorithm in Python. However, for

more ambiguous job titles, research assistants investigated the staffer's

responsibilities for the specified year and quarter in greater detail. This

additional investigation involved searching for staffers in quarterly volumes of

the Congressional Yellow Books, where factors such as the staffer's office location

(Washington versus the district), policy portfolio (if one exists), and

(occasionally) more descriptive job titles are listed. This information was

incorporated systematically into coding decisions, as delineated in the coding

protocol.

While some studies have opted to fully automate similar coding decisions, such

automation is highly likely to encourage both measurement error and systematic

bias. Careful human coding can capture cross-sectional differences and over-

time changes in naming conventions and more accurately report staffers'

responsibilities. Our codes reflect a staffer's primary office responsibilities. For

example, if a CoS has legislative issues associated with her Congressional Yellow

Book entry, we assume that a larger portion of her time is occupied by legislative

matters than a CoS presenting no associated legislative issues. This captures

common differences in CoS duties between offices. Chiefs are particularly

important, because they occupy a significant portion of a member's MRA. Other

titles are less consequential, but our process nevertheless treats them with equal

care. Interns, for example, are known to perform multiple functions for the office,

even though many focus primarily on answering phone calls or giving tours. In

some cases, a staffer will have multiple responsibilities, with no single

responsibility dominant. In these cases, we split the staffer's salary equally

between the categories.
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Another crucial feature of the coding process is that it is designed to minimize

underestimation of legislative and constituency service investment. Any code

may be overridden by the presence of legislative responsibilities within the 

Congressional Yellow Book. In practice, these cases were double-checked to make

sure member offices are credited with the fullest possible measure of legislative

investment. Constituency service is handled similarly. The procedure therefore

renders the “Legislative,” “Constituency Service,” and “Communications” codes

as the most precise coding categories available in the dataset. Each of these

categories has informative, concrete coding rules to capture underlying

responsibilities accurately. By contrast, “Political Management'' and

“Administrative'' serve as residual categories determined by a combination of

salary information, absence of legislative responsibilities, and presence in

Washington.

Question Wording and Variable Construction

Ideology: We measure staffer ideology as a latent variable derived from a five

question battery taken from Heinz and colleagues,  validated by Kevin Esterling.

 We use the items in this battery to create an ideal point estimate for each staffer

using a Partial Credit Model (PCM), a Rasch model extension of item-response

theory (IRT) that is appropriate for ordinal variables.  We standardize this

ideology score to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.

Ideology Battery Questions

Q19 Thinking about YOUR OWN personal opinions—not what you think your

boss believes—what do you think about the following? [Responses on a Likert-

type agreement scale: (1) Strongly agree (2) Somewhat agree (3) Neither agree

nor disagree (4) Somewhat disagree (5) Strongly disagree]

q19.1 The protection of consumer interests is best insured by a vigorous

competition among sellers rather than by federal government

regulation on behalf of consumers.

q19.2 There is too much power concentrated in the hands of a few large

companies for the good of the country.

q19.3 One of the most important roles of government is to help those

who cannot help themselves, such as the poor, the disadvantaged, and

the unemployed.

q19.4 All Americans should have access to quality medical care

regardless of ability to pay.

q19.5 The differences in income among occupations should be reduced.

61

62

63
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For purposes of scale construction q19.1 was reverse coded so that higher

numbers were always the more conservative codes.

Party Identification Battery

Q21 Generally speaking, do you usually think of YOURSELF as a Republican, a

Democrat, an Independent, or something else? Note: your response here may

differ from your boss’s party. (1) Republican (2) Democrat (3) Independent (4)

Other (5) No preference

[Display This Question if Q21== 1] Q23 Would you call yourself a strong

Republican or a not very strong Republican? (1) Strong (2) Not very strong

[Display This Question if Q21== 2] Q25 Would you call yourself a strong

Democrat or a not very strong Democrat? (1) Strong (2) Not very strong

[Display This Question if Q21 === 3,4 or 5] Q27 Do you think of yourself as closer

to the Republican or Democratic party? (1) Republican (2) Democratic
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